RETAIL BUYING &
OPERATIONS ASSISTANT
Job Description

ABOUT THE POSTAL MUSEUM
In 2017, The Postal Museum opened a new heritage attraction in Central London. Representing a significant
addition to the culture and heritage market, The Postal Museum offers two experiences in one. Alongside
the interactive exhibition galleries telling stories from five centuries of British social and communications
history, visitors can take a subterranean ride through the tunnels of the old Post Office Underground
Railway – Mail Rail – for the first time in its 100-year history. The Postal Museum showcases the
extraordinary stories from five centuries of one of the country’s most iconic services, grows our
educational charity work and welcomes over 180,000 visitors a year, along with a further 400,000 through
our public events programme, digital and outreach offers.

THE ROLE
Job title

Retail Buying & Operations Assistant

Salary

£19,201 per annum

Reporting to

Retail Manager

Contract

Full-time, permanent

Start date

July 2019

Interview date

Wednesday 5 June 2019

Main purpose

The Retail Buying & Operations Assistant will provide essential support to the
Retail Manager through efficient stock management and administration. Main
duties will include ordering and processing stock, financial administration and
supporting the on-floor operations team in ensuring that stock system is
accurate and shop floors fully stocked. This is a busy role that will require
someone highly organised and motivated in order to successfully fulfil the role.
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PERSON SPECIFICATION
EXPERIENCE
Essential criteria
• Proven administration experience within an office or retail environment
• Experience of using data bases and data input
• Proven ability to work on own initiative and as a team member
• Experience of electronic systems
Desirable criteria
• Experience of processing invoices and payments
• Experience of copy writing

SKILLS/KNOWLEDGE
Essential criteria
• Highly organised and motivated
• Proven ability to manage time and prioritise work to meet deadlines
• Strong customer service skills
• Good written and verbal communication skills
• Numerate with ability to analyse data
• Strong computer skills, particularly Microsoft Office and Excel. Experience of EPOS systems preferable

PERSON
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flexible, positive attitude and ability to work on own initiative
Resilient, works well under pressure
Process driven and works methodically
Excellent attention to detail
An interest in culture and retail and a commitment to the work of the Museum
Collaborative approach to problem solving

Desirable criteria
• An interest and familiarity with culture and retail trends
• Strong commercial awareness
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JOB DESCRIPTION
OPERATIONS
•
•
•
•
•

Replenish shop floor on a daily basis, ensuring products are well presented, packaging is available and
display materials are utilised
Bring deliveries up to stock room and check off against paperwork, making a note of any discrepancies for
the Retail Manger
Price all stock accurately
Ensure stock room is always tidy and organised, storing product and display materials safely
Undertake line checks and assist with stock takes

BUYING & MERCHANDISING
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Working closely with the Retail Manager ensure that all stock is ordered accurately and in a timely fashion
Assist in using EPOS and other sources to inform repeat order quantities to maximise sales and profitability
Set up and maintain all EPOS records and supplier information accurately
Process all stock deliveries accurately
Process shrinkage
Contribute to excellent supplier relations by managing all samples, ad hoc requests and supervised
negotiation
Ensure timely payment of invoices and address any issues with suppliers immediately
Develop commercial awareness and keep up to date with market trends by carrying out competitive shop
exercises and attending trade shows
Assist in the delivery of the retail marketing plan
Assist in implementing markdowns and promotions
Attend supplier meetings where necessary

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collate retail reports ready for analysis as directed by Retail Manager
Be first point of contact for retail back of house enquiries via phone and email
Liaise with suppliers regarding stock ordering and paperwork
Process all paperwork for stock ordering and deliveries
Create shop floor point of sale signage, order props and display materials as required
Create and upload content for online shop
Fulfil online shop orders in a timely fashion

Lifting and unpacking boxes and moving stock between the second floor and the ground floor will be required on a
regular basis, in accordance with The Postal Museum health and safety procedures. Manual handling training will be
given to the successful candidate.
The postholder is expected to monitor and report on their work as directed by their line manager and adhere to office
guidelines on handling, health and safety, lone working, etc., as advised, taking responsibility as appropriate.
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WORKING HOURS
The working hours shall be 35 per week, exclusive of meal breaks. These are usually flexible across the
week and will be agreed in advance with the line manager, in line with The Postal Museum’s policies.
Some out of hours working will be required for this role and this will be notified in advance. Time off in
lieu will be awarded in line with The Postal Museum’s policy. Variations of the hours can be made at the
discretion of the line manager.
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